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Abstract :  Reducing the quantity of traffic accidents may be a declared target of most governments. Since dependence on 

driver reaction is that the main explanation for road accidents, it'd be well to exchange the human think about some driving-

related tasks with machine-controlled solutions. To automatize a vehicle, it's necessary to regulate the actuators of an automotive, 

i.e., the wheel, accelerator, and brake. This paper presents the planning associate degreed implementation of an electro-hydraulic 

braking system consisting of a pump and varied valves, permitting the management laptop to prevent the automotive. It’s 

assembled in conjunction with the first circuit for the sake of strength and to allow the systems to halt the automotive severally. 

This method was developed for installation in an exceedingly business Citroën C3 Pluriel of the AUTOPIA program. Varied tests 

were meted out to verify its correct operation, associate degreed an experiment showing the mixing of the system into the 

longitudinal management of the automotive is delineate. 

 

IndexTerms - Electro-hydraulic brake, Transport systems, Autonomous systems, Road vehicle control, Safety road. 

1. Introduction: Most road accident victims aren't the motor vehicle's occupants, however rather pedestrians, 

motorcyclists, bicyclists, and non-motor vehicle (NMV) occupants (World Health Organization, 2004). The 

most downside is that the driver's issue in reacting quickly to surprising circumstances. To resolve this 

downside, semi-autonomous systems like antilock or emergency braking systems are develop- ED and 

tested (Cummings and Grossman 2007; Petersen et al., 2006). Even so, the human issue continues to play a 

key role. Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) (Wang et al., 2005) concentrate on up safety and reducing 

transpor- tation times and fuel consumption. One a part of ITS is autonomous vehicle steering. This uses 2 

controls. One is lateral management (Naranjo et al., 2005; Ryu et al., 2007), that is related to the wheel, and 

also the different is longitudinal management (Liang, 2003; Gerdes and Hedrick, 1997), involving the 

throttle and brake pedals as actuators. Throttle management is critical for steering, whereas brake 

management is crucial within the security functions required to avoid collisions, together with emergency 

stops (Yi et al., 2002), “Stop&Go”(Naranjo, 2006), adjustive control (ACC) (Naranjo, 2006), pedestrian 

detection (Li, 2006), lane keeping (Wang et al., 2005), and blind angle perception (Collado et al., 2004). To 

develop Associate in nursing automatic braking system, one has 2 options: modify the first circuit or style a 

brand new system to figure conjointly with the first. The second choice permits augmented safety as a result 

of the braking system is duplicated. The system behavior of brake automation has been shapely by many 

authors. Celentano (Celentano et al., 2003) planned a straightforward however realistic brakes model 

supported division into four subsystems, taking the model's parameters to be those of a rescript automotive. 
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Song (Song et al., 2006) accessorial braking pressure feedback to Associate in nursing antilock braking 

system (ABS), with simulation results proving that the algorithmic rule is ready to acknowledge paved 

surface changes. Song (Song and Hedrick, 2004) conjointly planned brand new hybrid electrical brakes, 

with simulation results show- ing a discount in stopping distance with lower electrical power consumption. 

Liang (Liang et al., 2003) significant- ly reduced the speed and house braking error throughout massive 

braking processes. Carl Jung (Jung et al., 2008) has developed a program to investigate completely different 

variables (pressure, efficiency, and pedal travel) related to the braking of a vehicle. During a parallel line of 

labor, completely different controllers for the braking system are developed. Lignon (Lignon et al., 2006) 

used a sturdy management to eliminate friction- evoked vibration to get stability underneath all in operation 

conditions. Maciuca has designed a non-smooth controller (Maciuca and Hedrick, 1997) Associate in 

nursing an adjustive controller (Maciuca and Hedrick, 1998) to be applied to the management of brake 

systems in an automatic route atmosphere. Hong (Hong et al., 2006) designed a wheel slip managementler 

supported the slippy mode control methodology, that is ready to regulate the braking force additional 

exactly and might be pronto custom-made to completely different vehicles. Park (Park et al., 2006) planned 

a unique hydraulic brakes system supported a magneto-rheological brake style. Kang (Kang and Hedrick, 

2004) designed Associate in nursing emergency braking system for brief distances of cars in platooning. 

With relevancy experimental results, Gerdes (Gerdes and Hedrick, 1997) tested a combined engine and 

brake cont- roller for machine-controlled route vehicles supported the concept of multiple-surface slippy 

management during an automotive. Kim (Kim et al., 1996) used the management of an inspired brakes by 

means that of Associate in Nursing mechanism. Naranjo (Naranjo et al., 2006) applied. Associate in nursing 

encoder coupled to a DC motor within the original circuit to supply Associate in Nursing automatic braking 

system actuation on the treadle. Song (Song, 2005) connected Associate in Nursing electrical brake 

mechanism in parallel to come up with extra brake pressure within the gas brakes of a bus, and Bu (Bu and 

Tan, 2007) developed a gas brake wont to accurately halt buses during a station. The AUTOPIA project has 

been acting on the development of automatic vehicles for over 10 years. Whereas the long-run goal of 

achieving Associate in Nursing automatic automotive could also be unapproachable within the close to 

future, the systems that are developed for automatic driving have uses as Advanced Driver help Systems 

(ADAS). This communion describes the implementation of a brand new automatic braking system style. It’s 

Associate in Nursing electro-hydraulic system consisting of a pump and varied valves permitting the 

management laptop to prevent the automotive. It’s assembled in coexistence with the first circuit for the 

sake of strength and to allow the 2 systems to halt the automotive severally. The goal is to own Associate in 

Nursing automatic system capable of activating the brake of an automotive by emulating a personality's 

driver whereas not meddlesome with the already existing braking system. 
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2. BRAKING SYSTEM DESIGN: The AUTOPIA C3 Pluriel was already 

machine-controlled, however with solely the wheel and accelerator being 

controlled. Speed management was satisfactory as long as sharp changes 

in speed weren't needed. Thus, the required next step was to style and 

implement a braking system. This technique would want to be capable of 

in operation as a minimum at the 

AUTOPIA management rate that 

was set by the GPS at five cycles. 

The main necessity was to get a 

brake-by-wire system in being with 

the initial braking system. The 

decided-upon answer was to style a 

mechanism equipped with 

electronic parts to allow handling 

by computer-generated signals through Associate in nursing input/output 

device. Before continuing with the look, it had been necessary to work out 

the utmost braking pressure to avoid excessive system stress. This data 

point make up my mind experi- mentally by means that of a pressure 

gauge. A wheel was removed, and a pressure gauge was connected in 

position of the constraint. A pressure of one hundred sixty bars was 

measured once the treadle was fully depressed. The mechanism consists of 

a one-liter capability brake fluid tank that features a gear pump and 

coupling to a 350-watt, 12-volt provide, DC motor. A pressure electric 

circuit tube, the worth of that is mounted at one hundred sixty bars, is 

extra to shield the automobile parts concerned within the braking method. 

This technique permits one to get the utmost pressure that the initial 

braking system is ready to use on the wheels. Electronic parts square 

measure required to control this pressure as needed by the pc. To the 

current finish, 2 electronic parts square measure enclosed. One is 

employed to control the pressure between zero and also the most worth, 

and also the alternative, to transmit this pressure from the pump to the 

wheels. to control the flow of the pressure, Associate in Nursing electro- 

proportional pilot is put in with a nominal pressure between twelve and 

250 bars. The management voltage varies between zero and ten volts. The 

electro-proportional pilot yields a non-null minimum pressure and thence 

can continuously exert some little pressure on the wheels. The second 

component, a spool directional valve, is employed to resolve this 

drawback. It usually open, and is barely closed once the proportional pilot 
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is motivated. These 2 parts cause delays that can't be disregarded if 

sensible behavior of the system is desired. At the primary sampling 

amount when brake deed is requested, an indication is shipped at the same 

time to each valves, and also the actual delay corresponds to it of the 

slower component – the spool directional valve, the shift time of that is 

concerning thirty ms. For sequent sampling periods, the spool directional 

valve is already closed, and also the delay corresponds solely to it of the 

electro-proportional pilot, being even within the worst case at the most ten 

ms. Following the look of the hydraulic and electronic parts, the system 

must be blocked into the prevailing automobile braking system. to the 

current finish, a shuttle valve is put in to make the junction between the 2 

systems. This valve permits result either of 2 water ports to a typical 

outlet. A free-floating metal ball shuttles back- and-forth in step with the 

relative pressure at the 2 inlets. Result the upper pressure water through 

the valve moves the ball to shut the alternative water. This valve is so 

accountable for the shift between the 2 braking systems. the chosen model 

was the Hawe Hydraulic WV 6-S. it had been chosen as a result of the low 

worth of the flow through the braking system permits one to pick out a 

valve of the smallest amount diameter that conjointly has the littlest float- 

ing ball, so minimizing the shift time. The valve is mounted such the ball 

underneath gravity maintains the quality braking system open once the 

electro-hydraulic system is shifted. The shuttle valve introduces a delay 

related to the movement of the metal ball between the 2 inlets. The delay 

time calculated for the chosen model was but one ms for the minimum 

pressure of ten bars. The association between the shuttle valve and also the 

electro- hydraulic braking system is thru the output of the spool directional 

valve, that is connected to 1 of the inputs of The Citroën C3 Pluriel 

includes a security system supported a duplicated braking signal. 

Therefore, 2 shuttle valves square measure won’t to switch between the 

standard and also the electro- hydraulic braking systems. The outputs of 

the 2 shuttle valves square measure connected to the ABS inputs. Finally, 
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the ABS performs the distribution of the braking. Figure a pair of shows 

the shuttle valves assembled within the automobile. One in every of the 

goals was to take care of the initial brake circuit unchanged. For this 

reason, the shuttle valves square measure put in as closely as attainable to 

the ABS. One will see within the figure the 2 inputs of every shuttle valve. 

The lower input is connected to the automated electro-hydraulic braking 

system, and also the higher input, 

to the initial system. The system 

delineated  is meant to control 

once engineered into the 

AUTOPIA system, that features a 

sampling amount of two hundred 

ms. the look constraints of the 

braking system were that it 

mustn't introduce vital delays. the 

most important delay seems on 

initiation of the automated brake 

and is that the total of the shuttle 

valve and also the spool directional valve delays, the result being thirty 

one ms. within the following sampling periods, there solely exist the 

delays within the electro-proportional pilot, with values but ten ms. the 

automated system operates as follows. It’s turned on by means that of a 

manual switch put in within the dashboard. The DC motor is started by 

means that of a relay that's activated once the switch is turned on. As long 

because the spool directional valve is open, a 10-bar pressure seems 

through the electro-proportional pilot and also the flow is driven back to 

the tank. Once the spool directional valve is closed, the pressure is applied 

to the shuttle valves and pushes their metal balls to the higher position to 

permit the brake fluid to flow into towards the brake shoes. From this 

moment forward, the braking may be regulated by means that of the 

electro-proportional pilot. 
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3. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE BRAKING SYSTEM 

After constructing the braking system, we would have liked to determine on an area at 

intervals the automobile during which to position 

it. the selection was to put in the system beneath 

the trunk within the place reserved for the spare 

wheel. The compact style permits the 

employment of this location, wherever the pump 

is protected against collisions and injury that will 

be caused by the motive force is avoided. The 

spare wheel is currently placed within the same 

place beneath the chassis. The pump DC motor is 

connected to a 12-volt auxiliary battery. This battery is mounted to the chassis by means that 

of associate elastic strap and may be recharged with a socket within the lateral wall of the 

automobile that's directly connected to the lead-acid battery. The auxiliary battery feeds 

another device additionally because the DC motor. A will bus module is employed to 

regulate the spool directional valve and also the electro-proportional pilot by means that of 

associate on-board laptop. This module consists of a 6- ampere relay output that's wont to 

feed the spool direc- tional valve and of a computer-controlled analog output that's 

connected to the electro-proportional pilot. The will module voltage offer is connected to the 

battery through the DC motor's accessible terminals in order that it will be switched on by 

identical manual switch and at identical time because the DC motor. Finally, the pump 

includes 2 outputs. One is split into 2 and connected to the shuttle valves. The opposite is 

put in to live the pressure with a pressure gauge. The manual switch put in within the 

dashboard activates a relay that connects the ability offer to the DC motor. A DIN rail is 

employed to repair the will bus module and also the relay. Figure shows the distribution of 

every part beneath the trunk. Several issues had to be solved. Initially, the fluid tank of the 

pump was closed by means that of a vent plug, and also the system worked well. However, 

once the automobile was stationary, the brake fluid slowly flowed from the initial brake 

fluid tank of the automobile into the fluid tank of the pump. This was thanks to the elemental 

hydrostatics: the place wherever we tend to had placed the pump was below the fluid brake 

tank of the automobile. Therefore, the brake fluid versed the shuttle valves, and also the tank 

overflowed through the vent plug. {The solution| the associateswer} to the current drawback 

was to fill the tank to the limit and use a mothproof plug to avoid overflow. This expose a 

replacement problem: once the pump was disconnected, there remained tiny low pressure 

within the circuit. This pressure multiplied and exerted a force on the brake shoes, and 

eventually the automobile became for good braked. The adopted answer was to speak the 2 

tanks by means that of a tube. A perforation was created within the mothproof plug to permit 

a tube to be inserted into the tank of the pump. Another perforation within the vent plug of 
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the initial tank was created to speak the 2 tanks. In this means, the required air vent for the 

pump was provided by the initial tank. The tank of the pump was crammed to the limit, and 

also the created overflow came back to the circuit by means that of the tube. 

 

4. Conclusion: This paper has represented the look associated implementation of an electro-

hydraulic braking system. A pump ruled by means that of 3 valves was designed to perform 

the management. One in all these valves was wont to limit the pressure, another to permit or 

avoid pressure circulation, and also the third was associate electro-proportional pilot to 

regulate the pressure of the brake fluid. Some issues arose related to the brake fluid pressure. 

They were resolved employing a tube to speak between the pump tank and also the car's 

brake fluid tank. A will bus module was wont to perform the management of the system by 

means that of computer code commands, and a relay connected to a manual switch within 

the dashboard was implementable erecticle dysfunction to start out the system. Various tests 

of the designed system were allotted to verify its correct operation, yielding smart results. 

Experimental trials were conducted to work out however the system behaves in imitating 

driver actions in numerous things. the automated system was shown to realize linear 

reductions in speed in stopping the automotive – one in all the objectives in providing snug 

and safe braking. The electro-hydraulic braking system was put in within the AUTOPIA 

automatic management automotive, and also the performed experiments showed the 

behaviour to be smart, with smart speed management, and smart subjective rating of the 

system by the car's passengers. The results powerfully counsel that associate automatic 

collision- rejection system is used if associate electro-hydraulic braking system is allowed to 

figure at 100% of its strength. This might therefore provide a potential resolution for the 

reduction of automotive accidents on roads as a complement to obstacle detection systems. 
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